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Deterding and Mohamad (2016, 64) sum up Jenkins’ Lingua Franca Core features as follows:
• All consonants, except /θ/, /ð/ and [ɫ] • The mid-central NURSE vowel 
• Vowel length distinctions                               • Nuclear stress 
• Initial consonant clusters
Loss of intelligibility can be gauged with Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), Ahn & Lee (2016) portray how Google Voice as ASR
shows the correct picture upon getting voice-command response. It also delivers corrective feedback (CF) which is proven to reduce
errors in Dutch pronunciation (Cucchiarini, Neri & Strik, 2009).

Deterding (2006) takes up an English text entitled The North Wind and the Sun (NWS), since it to some extend is able give phonetic
description. In addtion, he also provides its revised version to collect much wider phonetic description

The North Wind and the Sun

The North Wind and the Sun were disputing which was the stronger, when a traveller came along wrapped in a warm cloak. They
agreed that the one who first succeeded in making the traveller take his cloak off should be considered stronger than the other. Then
the North Wind blew as hard as he could, but the more he blew the more closely did the traveller fold his cloak around him; and at
last the North Wind gave up the attempt. Then the Sun shone out warmly, and immediately the traveller took off his cloak. And so the
North Wind was obliged to confess that the Sun was the stronger of the two.

(IPA, 1999: 39)



In May 2020, thirty final year EFL learners majoring in English Education and Literature at Universitas
Kanjuruhan Malang were recorded reading NWS passage. They come from different parts of Indonesia, i.e.
West and East Java, Kalimantan, Papua, Nusa Tenggara, Sulawesi, and Maluku. Their overall speaking grade is
B+ and above.

The recordings were made by their own smartphones, later on the file was uploaded to google form
https://forms.gle/e9k5Au2smr6oSj6r7 along with personal details and language mastery information. After
the readings and recordings, all NWS texts sent to their Whatsapp are deleted.

A week later, each of the subjects was given recordings file for transcription. It was administered that each of
the subjects transcribed the recordings of the one from different area of origin, i.e. subject from Kalimantan
transcribed the recordings of the subject from Maluku and so forth.

Each of the recordings was played close to internal microphone of a smartphone, while running Live
Transcribe app by Research in Google for automatic and real time ASR transcription. This app uses Google’s
state-of-the-art automatic speech recognition technology, and was made in collaboration with Gallaudet
University.

https://forms.gle/e9k5Au2smr6oSj6r7


Findings

Example of lost of intelligibility of V recording                          Example of lost of intelligibility of V recording

(from Papua) by peer transcription                                                       (from Papua) by Google ASR



Discussion

Lost of intelligibility of both transcription done by peer and Google Live
Transcribe ASR, at most was due to being flat in reading the NWS passage. This
condition makes the reading was done somewhat too fast, compared to
normal pace in uttering.
NWS text is rich in phonetic description, therefore it needs to be read with
appropriate nuclear stress and vowel length distinctions in order to avoid
recognition failure.
The findings support Jenkins’ LFC, that lacking some features, i.e. nuclear
stress and vowel length distinctions in this study makes Indonesian Accented
English become unintelligible.



Conclusion

Indonesian Accented English (IAE) is superbly rich in pronunciation features, to
promote IAE intelligibility especially in joining international global community,
pronunciation teaching needs to make nuclear stress and vowel length
distinctions more teachable and learnable.
In this covid-19 global pandemic, the function of smartphones can be
maximised by utilising Google free application like Live Transcribe. This app
facilitates self-learning by providing corrective feedback to the learners to
focus on, by so doing, they can reduce own pronunciation not to deviate too
far from the standard norm.
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